
Staged To $ell!

How real estate staging helps

you get more listings and sell

them faster!



Simply Put…..

Staging is the process of preparing

homes for sale and a strategic part

of marketing your listing.

Move-in ready homes show better.



Positive first impression...you don’t get a

second chance to make a good first

impression!

Can make the difference between your listing

selling or sitting on the market.

A well presented property = a well

maintained property in buyer's eyes.

Emotions sell!

Hooks the buyers into seeing themselves in

that living space.

Why Is Staging Important?



In a 2020 survey of 13,000 professionally

staged homes in the US, 85% sold for 5% to

23% higher than list price.

In another recent survey, 4200 US Realtors

found that 68% of professionally staged

homes received offers of at least 9% more

than their counterparts who were un-staged. 

Average cost of Professional Home Staging in

the US, between $514 and $1959.

Statistics





The Sooner, The Better…..

The ideal time to discuss staging with

your sellers is during your initial listing

presentation as one of the value-added

services you offer.

It is also a great way to differentiate you

and your listings from the competition!



Positioning yourself as an expert in the

market.

Bringing in more potential buyers and offers.

Sell your listing faster.

Most importantly, helping your sellers get

top dollar for their property.

Having a conversation about 

STAGING with your clients will result in:





Creating a visual experience and

emotional warmth.

Getting better offers, fewer negotiations

& price reductions when a buyer falls in

love with the home at first site.

Attracting the largest number of buyers

Visual cues help the buyers SEE

themselves living in that home.

So what’s it all about?



The ultimate goal of staging….

To get a property into showcase

condition so that it sells at the best

possible price quickly.



BUYER$ are looking for a good

investment.

SELLER$ want to benefit by getting

the full equity out of their property.

AGENT$ want to earn the highest

commission possible.

Bottom Line….it’s about $$





Try this first…
For properties that have been sitting on

the market, BEFORE asking for a price

reduction, have the property staged.

It will give your listings a fresh new look.

PEOPLE BUY ON EMOTIONS.

The extra time and effort could mean more

dollar$ for both you and the sellers!



A professional stager will perform a

critical assessment of the property,

looking through "buyer's eyes" which is

crucial in preparing a home for sale.

A stager uses a variety of tools and

techniques to ensure your listing

stands out from the competition,

potentially leading to a faster sale and

a greater profit.

Why hire a professional?





A WIN for the Seller

A WIN for the Buyer

A WIN for the Agent

Ultimately, a WIN for your

company!

Let Katey at Inspired Design

Solutions, help you grow your

business with:



Katey Speck

Inspired Design Solutions

What's App

507-6367-6661

InspiredDesignsByKatey.com


